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Destabilization of dark states and optical spectroscopy in Zeeman-degenerate atomic
systems
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We present a general discussion of the techniques of destabilizing dark states in laser-driven atoms
with either a magnetic field or modulated laser polarization. We show that the photon scattering
rate is maximized at a particular evolution rate of the dark state. We also find that the atomic
resonance curve is significantly broadened when the evolution rate is far from this optimum value.
These results are illustrated with detailed examples of destabilizing dark states in some commonly-
trapped ions and supported by insights derived from numerical calculations and simple theoretical
models.
PACS numbers: 32.60.+i 42.50.Hz
I. INTRODUCTION
Under certain conditions a laser-driven atom will opti-
cally pump into a dark state, in which the atom cannot
fluoresce because the coupling to every excited state van-
ishes [1, 2]. When the dark state is an angular momen-
tum eigenstate, this phenomenon is called optical pump-
ing. In the more general case in which the dark state
is a coherent superposition of angular momentum eigen-
states and the matrix elements vanish through quan-
tum interference, it is usually called “coherent popula-
tion trapping” [3]. Dark states are the basis of the STI-
RAP [4] method for adiabatic manipulation of atomic
states and the VSCPT [5] sub-recoil laser cooling scheme,
and they are closely related to the quantum interference-
based mechanism of lasing without inversion [6]. How-
ever, sometimes population trapping in dark states is
detrimental rather than beneficial, such as when fluo-
rescence is used to determine the state of an atom [7] or
when atoms are laser-cooled by scattering photons [8, 9].
Trapped ions illustrate this point very well, because their
superb isolation from external perturbations can make
the lifetime of coherent dark states extremely long. In
such systems, laser cooling rates will be drastically re-
duced when the atom pumps into a dark state. One
also finds that the laser cooling transition can be signifi-
cantly broadened when there is significant accumulation
of population in dark states, thereby reducing the cool-
ing rate. Although some methods for restoring atomic
fluorescence have been briefly discussed in the context
of specific atoms, a general prescription for destabilizing
dark states does not seem to exist. The aim of this paper
is to provide this information, supported by insights de-
rived from numerical calculations and simple theoretical
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models.
The paper is laid out as follows. In Sec. II we re-
view the physics of dark states [10, 11]. In Sec. III we
discuss in general terms some methods of destabilizing
dark states. These techniques involve either splitting
the atomic energy levels (most commonly with a mag-
netic field [12, 13]), or modulating the laser polarization
[14, 15, 16]. In Sec. IV we consider the application of
these methods to the level systems encountered in some
commonly-trapped ions. There we solve the equations of
motion for the atomic density matrix to find the excited
state population as a function of the various experimen-
tal parameters. We also discuss destabilizing dark states
in generic two-level atoms. We conclude in Sec. V with a
brief discussion of the implications of these calculations
and a summary of the general prescription for destabiliz-
ing dark states.
II. DARK STATES
We will mostly consider a two-level atom in which
the total angular momenta of the lower and upper levels
are Ji and Jf respectively, with corresponding magnetic
quantum numbers mi and mf . In many cases of inter-
est the atomic levels are further split by the hyperfine
interaction, which introduces the possibility of optical
pumping into other lower state hyperfine levels. We will
address this complication briefly in Sec. IVC. Since we
will be primarily interested in scattering photons at a
high rate we consider only electric dipole transitions.
The atom is driven by a laser field
E(t) =
1
2
E(t)e−iωLt + c.c. , (1)
where c.c. denotes the complex conjugate and ωL is the
laser frequency. It is convenient to expand the slowly-
varying amplitude E(t) in terms of its irreducible spheri-
cal components. These are related to the Cartesian com-
2ponents by [17], [18]
E±1 = ∓ 1√
2
(Ex ± iEy) (2a)
E0 = Ez . (2b)
The advantage of this decomposition is that the compo-
nents E+1, E0, and E−1 (corresponding to σ−, pi, and
σ+ polarizations) drive pure ∆m = −1, 0, and +1 tran-
sitions respectively. In the the rotating wave interac-
tion picture [11], the electric dipole interaction operator
−er · E(t) is then
−1
2
er ·E = 1
2
er
(
E+1C
(1)
−1 − E0C(1)0 + E−1C(1)+1
)
, (3)
where C
(1)
q ≡
√
4piY1q are the components of the reduced
spherical harmonic of rank 1. The non-zero matrix el-
ements of this operator are given by the Wigner-Eckart
theorem as〈
Ji,mi
∣∣∣∣−12er ·E
∣∣∣∣Jf ,mf
〉
= −1
2
(−)Ji−mi
×
1∑
q=−1
(−)qE−q
(
Ji 1 Jf
−mi q mf
)
〈Ji ‖er‖ Jf 〉. (4)
The transition Rabi frequency Ωmimf is defined, as usual,
so that the matrix element (4) is equal to − 12 h¯Ωmimf . We
will also make frequent use of the rms Rabi frequency Ω
[11], defined by the relationship
Ω2 =
∑
mi,mf
∣∣Ωmimf ∣∣2 (5)
Now, a general superposition of lower level states
|d〉 =
∑
mi
cmi |Ji,mi〉 (6)
will be dark if the electric dipole matrix element
〈d |−er · E| f〉 = 0 (7)
vanishes for every excited state |f〉. For example, in the
simple Ji = 1 ↔ Jf = 0 system, Eqs. (6) and (7) give a
single equation for the dark state
c−1E+1 + c0E0 + c+1E−1 = 0. (8)
This equation has a non-trivial solution for any static
laser field E, which has the important consequence that
an atom driven on a Ji = 1 ↔ Jf = 0 transition by
light of constant polarization will always be pumped into
a dark state. For this transition, Eq. (8) has a two-
dimensional solution space spanned by the states
 c−1c0
c+1

 = 1√
E2−1 + E
2
+1

 −E−10
E+1

 (9a)
TABLE I: Existence of dark states for arbitrary atomic sys-
tems and laser polarization in zero magnetic field.
Upper level Lower level
Jf Integer Ji Half-integer Ji
Ji + 1 No dark state No dark state
Ji One dark state for
any polarization
One dark state for
circular polarization
only
Ji − 1 Two dark states for
any polarization
Two dark states for
any polarization
and 
 c−1c0
c+1

 = 1√
(E2−1 + E
2
+1)(E
2
−1 + E
2
0 + E
2
+1)
×

 −E0E+1E2−1 + E2+1
E0E−1

 , (9b)
except when the laser light is pi-polarized, in which case
the space of dark states is spanned by
 c−1c0
c+1

 =

 10
0

 and

 c−1c0
c+1

 =

 00
1

 (9c)
Table I summarizes the conditions under which Zee-
man degenerate systems can have dark states. It shows
that there is always at least one dark state if Jf = Ji−1,
or if Jf = Ji and Jf is an integer. These are the cases
which we address in this paper. The dark states for the
simplest of these systems, found by solving Eq. (7), are
listed in Table II.
III. DESTABILIZING DARK STATES:
GENERAL PRINCIPLES
To decrease population accumulation in dark states by
making them time-dependent, one can either shift the
energies εmi of the states |mi〉 by unequal amounts with
an external field, or modulate the polarization of the laser
field E(t). The general instantaneous dark state (6) then
evolves in time as
|d(t)〉 =
∑
mi
cmi (E(t)) |Ji,mi〉 e−iεmi t/h¯, (10)
where we have made explicit the dependence of the dark
state components cmi on the laser field (Table II). The
application of a magnetic field is probably the simplest
and most widely used method of destabilizing dark states.
But there are systems (for example, trapped-ion fre-
quency standards [19, 20]) in which external fields cannot
be tolerated. In these cases the laser field must be mod-
ulated instead.
3TABLE II: Unnormalized dark states for several atomic systems when laser light is not pi-polarized. For pi-polarized light, the
dark states are |Ji,mi = 0〉 for integer Ji ↔ Ji transitions and |Ji,mi = ±Ji〉 for Ji ↔ Ji − 1 transitions
Ji Jf dark states(s)


c−Ji
...
c+Ji


1 0

 E−10
E+1

 and

 E0E+1− (E2−1 + E2+1)
E0E−1


1 1

 E−1−E0
E+1


3
2
1
2


√
2E−1E0
−√3E−1E+1
0
E2+1

 and


E+1
(
3E2−1 + E−1E
2
+1 − 2E20E+1
)
√
6E0
(
E3−1 + E
3
+1
)
−√3 (E4+1 +E2−1 (2E20 + 3E2+1))
−√2E−1E0
(
E+1 (E−1 − 3E+1)− 2E20
)


2 1


E−1
(
E−1E+1 − 2E20
)
√
8E−1E0E+1
−√6E−1E2+1
0
E3+1

 and


−√2E0E+1
(
2E20 + 3E
3
−1E+1 +E−1E
3
+1 − E20E2+1
)
E−1E+1
(
E4−1 + 6E
2
−1E
2
+1 + E
4
+1
)− 2E20 (E4−1 + E4+1)
−√3E0
(−E4−1E+1 +E5+1 + 2E3−1 (2E2+1 +E20))
−E2+1
(
E4−1 + 6E
2
−1E
2
+1 + E
4
+1
)
+ 4E2−1E
2
0E+1 (E−1 − 2E+1)− 4E2−1E40√
2E−1E0
(
E2+1
(
E2−1 − 2E−1E+1 + 3E2+1
)
+ E20E+1 (−3E−1 + 4E+1) + 2E40
)


2 2


E2−1
−√2E−1E0
−
√
2
3
(
E−1E+1 + E20
)
−√2E0E+1
E2+1


We will evaluate the effectiveness of a destabilization
technique by calculating the excited state population
(proportional, of course, to the fluorescence rate) as a
function of experimental parameters. This is done com-
puting the evolution of the atomic density matrix ρ using
the Liouville equation of motion
∂ρ
∂t
=
1
ih¯
[H, ρ] +
∂ρrelax
∂t
, (11)
where H includes both the rotating wave interaction pic-
ture Hamiltonian for the coupling to the laser [11] and
the Zeeman interaction with the external magnetic field.
The last term in Eq. (11) accounts for the spontaneous
decay of the excited states and its effect on the ground
states, including the decay of coherences between the ex-
cited states into coherences between ground states [21],
∂ρmim′i
∂t
= (−)mi−m′i(2Jf + 1)γ
×
∑
mfm′f
(
Jf Ji 1
−mf mi q
)(
Jf Ji 1
−m′f m′i q
)
ρmfm′f
(12)
where q has the value which causes the 3-j symbols
to be non-zero. Equation (11) results in a system of
4(Ji + Jf + 1)
2 coupled differential equations which can
be solved numerically and, in some simple cases, ana-
lytically [22]. When the laser polarization is static, the
steady state solution is easily found by solving Eq. (11)
with ∂ρ/∂t = 0. When the laser field is modulated
(with period T ), the density matrix will, in general,
evolve towards a quasi-steady-state solution in which
ρ(t) = ρ(t + T ). In these cases we compute the excited
4state population by averaging the quasi-steady state so-
lution over a modulation period.
At this point, the main result of this paper can al-
ready be summarized qualitatively. There are always
three relevant time scales in the problem, with three cor-
responding frequencies: the excited state decay rate γ,
the resonant Rabi frequency Ω, and the laser polariza-
tion modulation frequency or energy level shift δ. The
parameter δ characterizes the evolution rate of the dark
state (10) (if necessary, the exact time evolution of the
dark state can be found by substituting the shifted ener-
gies or the time-dependent laser field and the appropriate
dark state from Table II into Eq. (10)). We find from our
simulations that the evolution rate which maximizes the
excited state population is δ ∼ Ω/2. The excited state
population is never large when Ω and δ are significantly
different: it is small if Ω is too large because then the
strongly-driven atom is able to follow the evolving dark
state adiabatically, and also if δ is too large because then
the atom and the laser become detuned. We find also
that the transition line shape is broadened in both of
these limits (Ω/δ ≫ 1 and Ω/δ ≪ 1). This can be a
practical concern when laser cooling an ion, because the
Doppler-limited temperature of a Doppler-cooled atom is
proportional to the resonance width [23]. The ultimate
temperature of the ion can therefore be substantially in-
creased if δ is not optimum, both because the scatter-
ing rate is decreased and also because the width of the
transition is increased. Fortunately, the conditions that
maximize the excited state population also minimize the
transition linewidth, and we find that making both Ω and
δ about a fifth of the decay rate γ leads to appreciable
excited state population without significantly broadening
the transition.
IV. DESTABILIZING DARK STATES IN
SPECIFIC ATOMIC SYSTEMS
We now consider the application of the techniques dis-
cussed above to some commonly used atomic systems.
We begin in Sec. IVA with the Ji = 1↔ Jf = 0 system,
which illustrates the basic properties of the destabiliza-
tion methods in two-level systems. Then, in Sec. IVB,
we discuss the bichromatic Λ-system of Ji1 =
1
2 ↔
Jf =
1
2 ↔ Ji2 = 32 . This complex system illustrates
several important consequences of dark states for some
commonly-trapped ions. Finally, in Sec. IVC we gener-
alize these results to two-level systems with higher values
of the total angular momentum (the specific case of the
J = 5 ↔ J = 5 system has already been discussed else-
where by one of us [24]).
When a magnetic field B is applied to the atom, we
will choose the quantization axis to be parallel to B, and
we will assume that the laser light is linearly polarized at
an angle θBE to B. This choice of polarization makes the
calculations somewhat simpler, and it is generally more
straightforward to implement in the laboratory than solu-
tions using circularly or elliptically polarized light. Also,
if a transition has a dark state, we find that driving
it with circularly or elliptically polarized light does not
significantly change the optimum efficiency of the tech-
niques discussed here. We will measure the strength of
the magnetic field in terms of the Zeeman shift frequency
δB = µB|B|/h¯, where µB is the Bohr magneton. The de-
tuning of the laser frequency ωL from the unperturbed
atomic resonance frequency ω0 is ∆ = ωL − ω0, and the
total decay rate of the excited level is γ. Finally, we
will usually assume that laser linewidths are negligible
compared to the relevant decay rates.
A. Ji = 1↔ Jf = 0
The simple 2S1 ↔ 2P0, Ji = 1 ↔ Jf = 0 transition is
well-suited to discussing in detail the main methods of
destabilizing dark states. Also, the closely-related nu-
clear spin I = 12 , Fi = 1 ↔ Ff = 0 transition is used in
laser cooling and fluorescence detection in both 199Hg+
[16] and 171Yb+ [25, 26, 27, 28] (F denotes as usual the
total angular momentum in atoms with non-zero nuclear
spin). Decays to the Fi = 0 state in these systems are
infrequent, occurring only through off-resonance excita-
tion of the Ff = 1 level. The atom can be pumped
out of the Fi = 0 state by a microwave field driving the
|Fi = 0,mi = 0〉 ↔ |Fi = 1,mi = 0〉 transition [25, 26],
or by a laser field driving a |Fi = 0,mi = 0〉 ↔ |Ff = 1〉
transition [16]. As long as this pumping mostly keeps
the population within the Fi = 1 and Ff = 0 levels, the
results for these real systems are nearly identical to those
for the I = 0, 2S1 ↔ 2P0 transition we discuss here.
The next two sections discuss destabilizing dark states
in this system, firstly with a magnetic field, and then
with polarization modulation.
1. Destabilization with a magnetic field
The steady-state solution of Eq. (11) for the Ji = 1↔
Jf = 0 system in a magnetic field can be found analyti-
cally. The resulting expression for the excited state pop-
ulation is
Pf =
3
4
Ω2 cos2 θBE sin
2 θBE
1 + 3 cos2 θBE
1
(γ′/2)2 +∆2
, (13)
where(
γ′
2
)2
=
(γ
2
)2
+Ω2 cos2 θBE
1− 3 cos2 θBE
1 + 3 cos2 θBE
+
cos2 θBE
1 + 3 cos2 θBE
(
Ω4
16δ2B
+ 16δ2B
)
, (14)
and Ω is the rms Rabi frequency defined in Eq. (5). In
our normalized units, the Zeeman shifts of the mi = ±1
ground states are ±2δB respectively, so the dark state
evolution rate is δ = 2δB.
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FIG. 1: Excited state population Pf in the Ji = 1 ↔
Jf = 0 transition as a function of normalized magnetic field
δB/γ and laser polarization angle θBE. The rms Rabi fre-
quency Ω =
√
3
5
γ and the laser detuning ∆ = 0.
Figure 1 is a graph of the excited state population Pf
as a function of magnetic field strength and polarization
angle for a convenient value of Rabi frequency. It shows
that there is both an optimum magnetic field strength
and an optimum polarization angle for the laser field.
Pf vanishes when θBE = 0
◦ or 90◦ because the atom
then optically pumps into the mi = ±1 states or the
mi = 0 state respectively. One finds from Eq. (13) that
the excited state population is maximized for a given
Rabi frequency by choosing the magnetic field strength
so that δB = Ω/4 and the laser polarization angle so that
θBE = arccos
1√
3
(the angle which makes the three tran-
sition Rabi frequencies equal). Figure 2(a) shows Pf as
a function of Rabi frequency and magnetic field for this
optimum angle. The excited state population is, as ex-
pected, small in both the low intensity regime Ω < γ and
in the large-detuning regime δB > γ. However, it is also
small even at high intensity (Ω > γ) if δB ≪ Ω. Our
simulations show that this occurs because under these
conditions the atom adiabatically follows the evolving in-
stantaneous dark state. On the other hand, near the op-
timum condition δB = Ω/4 the dark state evolves quickly
enough that the atom never entirely pumps into it, and
so the excited state population can be substantial.
In many applications the linewidth of the transition is
also an important quantity. Fig. 2(b) shows the depen-
dence of the resonance width γ′ on the Rabi frequency
and the magnetic field. We see that the linewidth is
large when δB > γ because of Zeeman broadening, when
Ω > γ because of ordinary power broadening (the second
term in Eq. (14)), and also when δB ≪ Ω, a less obvious
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FIG. 2: (a) Excited state population, and (b) resonance
width (in units of γ) as a function of normalized magnetic
field and normalized rms Rabi frequency for the Ji = 1 ↔
Jf = 0 transition with θBE = arccos
1√
3
and ∆ = 0.
regime which will be discussed below. Figures 2(a) and
2(b) illustrate the useful result (easily obtained from Eqs.
(13) and (14)) that maximizing the excited state popu-
lation for a particular Rabi frequency also minimizes the
resonance line width. These plots show that the choice
Ω ∼ γ/3 gives substantial excited state population with-
out significantly increasing the linewidth. If the linewidth
is not important, then the laser intensity can be chosen
to saturate the transition (Ω≫ γ) and the magnetic field
strength then adjusted so that δB = Ω/4.
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FIG. 3: Generic three-level Λ-systems with (a) incoherent
coupling between ground states, and (b) laser coupling of both
transitions.
The broadening of the resonance when δB ≪ Ω is ap-
parent in Eq. (14), which contains the terms
cos2 θBE
1 + 3 cos2 θBE
(
Ω4
16δ2B
+ 16δ2B
)
. (15)
The term proportional to δ2B is simple Zeeman broad-
ening, but the term proportional to 1/δ2B does not have
an obvious physical interpretation. We find that such a
broadening term is present whenever the atom contains
a Λ-system, regardless of the method of destabilizing the
dark state. To understand this behavior in simple phys-
ical terms, consider Fig. 3(a), which shows a generic Λ-
system in which the laser field drives only one arm of
the system, with Rabi frequency Ω. |i〉 and |d〉 represent
light and dark ground states respectively. The excited
state decays to the two ground states with branching
ratio (1 − α) : α. All of the systems discussed in this
paper can be described similarly (although with higher
multiplicity of states) after a change in basis states. For
example, in the Ji = 1↔ Jf = 0 transition driven by pi-
polarized light, |d〉 corresponds to either the mi = 1 or
mi = −1 state, |i〉 corresponds to the mi = 0 ground
state and |f〉 corresponds to the excited state. For sim-
plicity, in this generic case the coupling between the light
and dark ground states is represented by an incoherent
rate R, rather than the coherent magnetic field. When
the steady-state density matrix equations are solved for
this system, the population of the excited state |f〉 is
found to be
Pf =
1
8Ω
2
if
1
4γ
2 + 38Ω
2
if +
1
8αγΩ
2
if/R+∆
2
if
, (16)
where ∆if is the detuning of the laser frequency from reso-
nance with the atomic transition. The term 18αγΩ
2
if/R is
analogous to the broadening term Ω4/16δ2B in Eq. (14).
In both cases the linewidth becomes large as the dark
ground state is coupled less strongly to the light ground
state.
For trapped ions this behavior has a simple physi-
cal explanation in terms of quantum jumps. Suppose
that α ≪ 1, so most of the decays are to state |i〉, and
also that the pump rate R out of the dark state |d〉 is
very small. Then, as long as the atom is not in state
|d〉, it behaves like a two-level atom and we can use
the well-known results for this system. It follows that,
on average, an atom initially in state |i〉 will for a time
∆t = 1−αα (
1
4γ
2 + ∆2if)/
1
2Ω
2
ifγ scatter (1 − α)/α photons
before decaying into state |d〉. The atom will then not
fluoresce for an average time 1/R, so that on average the
number of fluorescent photons emitted per unit time is
n¯ =
1− α
α
(
1
R
+∆t
)−1
≈ 1
α
(
1
R
+
1
α
1
4γ
2 +∆2if
1
2Ω
2
ifγ
)−1
, (17)
which agrees with the average photon emission rate
γPf ∼ R/α obtained from Eq. (16) in the limit of small
R. Now the source of the broadening can be seen: if
R ≪ αΩ2if/γ and ∆if <∼ γ, then the time during which
the atom scatters photons is very short compared to the
time that it spends not fluorescing at all. The average
rate of photon scattering is therefore very small and does
not change much with detuning until ∆if becomes much
larger than γ, because then the time it takes to pump into
the dark state is no longer less than the time the atom
spends in the dark state. When only the average photon
scattering rate is measured, the line shape as a function
of laser frequency is therefore very broad. We will also
consider below in Sec. IVB 1 an explanation of the broad
line shape at low incoherent pump rates in terms of rate
equations [12].
2. Destabilization with polarization modulation
We turn now to the second category of techniques
for destabilizing dark states, modulating the polariza-
tion state of the laser field. In order to destabilize
dark states in a Ji = 1 ↔ Jf = 0 system in zero mag-
netic field, the three spherical components of the field
E−1, E0, and E+1 must be non-zero and they must
have linearly-independent time dependences because oth-
erwise Eq. (8) will have a nontrivial solution. Physi-
cally this is because only one excited state is coupled
to three ground states, forming two conjoined Λ-systems
that must be independently destabilized. Imposing dif-
ferent time dependences on all three polarization compo-
nents requires two non-collinear laser beams [16]. This
makes the Ji = 1 ↔ Jf = 0 system experimentally more
complicated than every other two-level system, since Ta-
ble II shows that their dark states can still be destabilized
if one polarization component is zero and the other two
have different time dependences, which requires but a
single laser beam.
One obvious way of producing a suitable polarization
modulation is giving the three polarization components
different frequencies. This can be done, for example, by
passing three linearly polarized beams through separate
7acousto-optic modulators (AOM’s), followed by appro-
priately oriented waveplates. If right- and left-handed
circularly polarized light are separately shifted and co-
propagate along the quantization axis, while a second
beam is polarized along the quantization axis, the result-
ing field can be written as
 E−1E0
E+1

 =

 Eσ+e
−iδAOM-t
0
Eσ−e
−iδAOM+t

+

 0Epi
0

 , (18)
where δAOM+ and δAOM- are the relative frequency shifts
due to the AOM’s, and Eσ+ , Eσ− , and Epi are the am-
plitudes of the three laser fields. The symmetrical con-
ditions δAOM+ = −δAOM- and Eσ+ = Eσ− are most
efficient at destabilizing dark states. In this case, the
analytical solution to the density matrix equation of
motion (11) is identical to that obtained when a mag-
netic field with 2δB = δAOM+ is applied at an angle
θBE = arctan(
√
2Epi/Eσ+), and so the discussion ac-
companying Figs. 1 and 2 applies here also. The op-
timum parameters are therefore |E+1| = |E0| = |E−1|
and δAOM+ = −δAOM- = Ω/2 and Ω ∼ γ/3. Experimen-
tally, this is perhaps the simplest technique to destabilize
dark states in this system, because AOM’s are simple, in-
expensive devices.
An alternative technique for continuously altering the
polarization state of the field is modulating, with dif-
ferent phases, the amplitudes of the polarization com-
ponents of the field. In atomic beam experiments, this
can be done by sending the atoms through two or more
laser-atom interaction regions of different laser polariza-
tion [14]. With trapped ions, it has been demonstrated in
several systems by smoothly varying the intensity ratios
or relative phases of the polarization components of the
light driving the stationary atoms [15, 16]. For exam-
ple [16], overlapping at right angles a pi-polarized laser
beam with a second beam that has passed through a
photo-elastic modulator (PEM) in which the fast axis is
compressed while the slow axis is expanded produces the
field
 E−1E0
E+1

 = EPEM√
2

 e
+iϕ(t) + ie−iϕ(t)
0
e+iϕ(t) − ie−iϕ(t)

+

 0Epi
0


(19)
where
ϕ(t) =
1
2
Φ [1− cos (δPEM t)] , (20)
Φ is the phase modulation amplitude, and δPEM is the
modulation rate of the PEM indices of refraction. As
above, we have defined the quantization axis to be paral-
lel to the propagation direction of the modulated beam.
If Φ ≥ pi, then the polarization of the modulated beam
continuously cycles between linear and right- or left-hand
circular polarizations. When Φ > pi, Fourier analysis of
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FIG. 4: Populations of individual states in the Ji = 1 ↔
Jf = 0 transition when the laser field is modulated according
to Eq. (19) and the quasi-steady state has been reached. The
laser detuning ∆ = 0, phase modulation amplitude Φ = 10pi,
modulation frequency δPEM = γ/50, and Rabi frequencies
Ω−1,0 = Ω0,0 = −Ω+1,0 = γ/5, so that the rms Rabi fre-
quency Ω =
√
3
5
γ, as in Fig. 1.
the modulated field reveals a flat spectrum of harmonics
of δPEM up to a maximum harmonic number of ∼ 2Φ/pi,
so that the effective dark state evolution rate in this high
modulation index regime is δ ∼ ΦδPEM.
In this case the system never reaches a steady state.
This can be seen in Fig. 4, which shows the numeri-
cally calculated populations of each level of the Ji = 1↔
Jf = 0 system as a function of time when the field is
modulated as in Eqs. (19) and (20). The field has been
applied for a time of about 1000/γ, sufficient in this case
to reach the quasi-steady state in which the atomic state
evolution is periodic. The settling time depends on the
initial state of the atom, on the laser intensity, and on
the modulation rate. The time evolution of the state
populations seen in Figure 4 displays oscillations at the
harmonics of δPEM imposed on the field by the modula-
tion.
Figure 5 shows the numerically calculated population
Pf of the excited state (averaged over time 2pi/δPEM in
the quasi-steady state regime) as a function of δPEM/γ
and the phase modulation amplitude Φ. The Rabi fre-
quencies and detunings are the same as for Fig. 1, in
which the dark states were destabilized with a magnetic
field. A comparison of the two graphs shows that the
two techniques can be similarly efficient at destabilizing
dark states. Figure 5 shows that the optimum modu-
lation frequency is δPEM ∼ 0.1γ for small modulation
amplitudes Φ <∼ pi, moving to lower values as Φ increases
above pi and the amplitude of the sidebands increases.
The excited state population is small when ΦδPEM ≪ Ω,
because the atom then adiabatically follows the slowly
evolving dark state. It is also small when ΦδPEM ≫ γ
because then much of the power of the modulated field
is at frequencies that are far from resonance.
In many experimental situations it may not be possible
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FIG. 5: Excited state population Pf in the Ji = 1 ↔
Jf = 0 transition as a function of normalized modulation fre-
quency δPEM/γ and modulation amplitude Φ for the field
given by Eqs. (19) and (20). Laser intensity and detuning
as for Fig. 4.
to propagate the modulated and static linearly-polarized
beams at right angles [16]. We have therefore repeated
the calculation of Fig. 5 with the unmodulated beam
polarized at angle arccos 1√
3
∼ 63◦ to the propagation
direction of the modulated beam. The time evolution
of the three polarization components of the field is no
longer completely orthogonal, and so the excited state
population is reduced for all modulation frequencies, in
this case by about a factor of three. However, the mod-
ulation frequency at which the excited state population
is maximized does not change appreciably, nor does the
frequency bandwidth of the atomic response to the mod-
ulation.
In correspondence with the magnetic field case dis-
cussed in the previous section, we find from our simula-
tions that the linewidth is large when the laser intensity
is high (Ω > γ), when the modulation significantly broad-
ens the laser frequency spectrum (ΦδPEM > γ) and when
the evolution rate of the dark state is low (ΦδPEM ≪ Ω).
Finally, we remark that although this second polariza-
tion modulation scheme may not be the best approach for
the Ji = 1↔ Jf = 0 system because it needs a relatively
expensive PEM, a variation of it is probably the most
appealing method for destabilizing dark states in every
other two-level system in zero magnetic field. In these
systems, it is sufficient to use a field having only two po-
larization components with different time dependences.
This can be accomplished very simply by passing a sin-
gle beam through an electro-optic modulator (EOM), as
we will discuss in the next section.
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FIG. 6: Partial level diagram of 88Sr+ showing transitions
driven by pi-polarized laser light. This level diagram also ap-
plies to 40Ca+ and 138Ba+ after respectively decrementing
and incrementing the principal quantum numbers by one.
B. 2S1/2 ↔ 2P1/2 ↔ 2D3/2
In this section we consider the 2S1/2 ↔ 2P1/2 ↔
2D3/2 Λ-system, which occurs in
40Ca+ [29, 30, 31, 32,
33], 88Sr+ [15, 34, 35], and 138Ba+[36, 37, 38, 39] ions.
Figure 6 shows a partial energy level diagram of these
atoms. The 2P1/2 states decay to both the
2S1/2 and the
metastable 2D3/2 levels with a branching ratio that favors
the 2P1/2 → 2S1/2 decay (1:12 for Ca+, 1:13 for Sr+ and
1:2.7 for Ba+). Because driving the 2S1/2 ↔ 2P1/2 laser
cooling transition optically pumps the atom into the
metastable 2D3/2 level, a second ”repumping” laser is
tuned near resonance with the 2D3/2 ↔ 2P1/2 transition
to pump the ion out of the 2D3/2 states. For simplicity we
assume that the 2D3/2 state is stable, which is reasonable
because the lifetime of this state is far greater than any
other time scale of the system. The rms Rabi frequencies
and detunings of the cooling and repumping lasers are
denoted by ΩSP, ∆SP, ΩDP, and ∆DP respectively.
Although the Ji =
1
2 ↔ Jf = 12 cooling transition
does not have a dark state, the Ji =
3
2 ↔ Jf = 12 re-
pumping transition does (Table II). In the following sec-
tions we discuss methods for destabilizing this dark state.
As above, we consider first destabilizion with a magnetic
field, followed by a discussion of the polarization modu-
lation technique. We will also show how coherent popu-
lation trapping in dark states affects the lineshape of the
cooling transition.
Convenient analytic solutions of the equation of motion
for the density matrix in this complex system are not
possible, and so all results presented for the 2S1/2 ↔
2P1/2 ↔ 2D3/2 system are based on numerical solutions.
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FIG. 7: Population of the 2P1/2 level of the
88Sr+ 2S1/2 ↔
2P1/2 ↔ 2D3/2 system in a magnetic field as a function of
normalized laser detuning ∆SP/γ. Both lasers are linearly
polarized at angle θBE to the magnetic field direction, ΩSP =√
2
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γ, and ∆DP = +γ/2. Curve A, and all other curves unless
noted otherwise: θBE = 90
◦, ΩDP =
√
2
5
γ, δB = 0.1γ. Curve
B : ΩDP =
√
2
20
γ. Curve C : ΩDP = 2
√
2γ. Curve D : θBE = 10
◦.
Curve E : δB = 0.003γ.
1. Destabilization with a magnetic field
When a magnetic field is applied to destabilize dark
states in this eight-state system, the transition lineshapes
develop rich structure. This can be seen in Fig. 7, which
shows the cooling transition lineshape for different values
of magnetic field strength, laser polarization angle, and
repumping laser intensity. The structure seen around
∆SP = +γ/2 in each graph in the figure is due to coherent
population trapping in superpositions of 2S1/2 and
2D3/2
states. These dark resonances have already been studied
in several experiments with trapped ions [12, 40].
Figure 7 shows that the cooling transition lineshape is
sensitive to the magnetic field, to the polarization angle,
and to the intensity of the repumping laser. In cases
where the evolution rate of the dark state is low, ei-
ther because the the magnetic field is small (curve E)
or the polarization angle is small (curve D), the reso-
nance is broadened, for the reasons discussed above in
Sec. IVA1. If the repumping laser intensity is high
(curve C), then the dark resonances are power-broadened
and the 2S1/2 ↔ 2P1/2 transition displays a substantial
ac Stark shift. On the other hand, when the repumping
laser intensity is low (curve B), the resonance is again
broadened.
The broadening seen in curve B is closely related to the
broadening already encountered Sec. IVA1 in the regime
where the dark state evolves too slowly. Its origin can be
understood here most simply in terms of rate equations
[12]. Figure 3(b) shows a simplified version of the system,
in which two lasers drive a simple Λ-system in which the
excited state |f〉 decays to the ground states |i〉 and |d〉
with branching ratio (1−α) : α. The |i〉 ↔ |f〉 transition
has excitation rate Rif and the |d〉 ↔ |f〉 transition has
rate Rdf. The steady-state rate equations for this system
are easily solved to give the following expression for the
excited state population Pf :
1
Pf
= 3 +
(1− α)γ
Rif
+
αγ
Rdf
. (21)
When the rate on the |d〉 ↔ |f〉 transition is low, the last
term in this equation dominates, so that the excited state
population is insensitive to changes in the rate of the
|i〉 ↔ |f〉 transition, which in turn means that this tran-
sition is broadened. Physically, the insensitivity arises
because under these conditions most of the population
in the system is in state |d〉. Increasing the rate on the
|i〉 ↔ |f〉 transition then has only a very small effect on
the excited state population because almost all of the
population removed from state |i〉 ends up in state |d〉.
There is an obvious connection here to the picture for
the broadening given above in terms of quantum jumps.
It follows from Eq. (21) that to avoid broadening the
cooling transition, the transition rates must be such that
α(1−α)Rd > Ri. In terms of the Rabi frequencies for the
2S1/2 ↔ 2P1/2 ↔ 2D3/2 system, this condition becomes
Ω2DP > αΩ
2
SP in the limit α ≪ 1. Another constraint
on the intensities arises from the need to avoid excessive
power-broadening of the dark resonances by the repump-
ing laser, which translates into the restriction ΩDP < γ/2.
While the structure seen in Fig. 7 makes it difficult
to produce meaningful graphs of the linewidth (as in
Fig. 2(b)), it is still straightforward to plot the excited
state population as a function of the polarization angle
θBE and magnetic field strength (Fig. 8). The laser fre-
quencies and intensities used here have been chosen to
keep the dark resonances on the blue side of the laser
cooling transition and to avoid power broadening. The
graph is similar to the Ji = 1 ↔ Jf = 0 case (Fig. 1),
with two important differences. First, the peak is broader
in both angle and in magnetic field strength. The reduced
sensitivity to the magnetic field arises because this sys-
tem does not pump into dark states as quickly as the
Ji = 1↔ Jf = 0 system, since most excited state decays
are to the 2S1/2 states and the repumping laser is de-
tuned from resonance. It follows that the system can
tolerate slower dark state evolution rates without ad-
versely affecting the excited state population. The sec-
ond difference is the set of narrow vertical dips, which
are due to coherent population trapping in dark states.
These dips can be seen more clearly in the thin curve
in Figure 9, which shows the excited state population
as a function of the magnetic field for the same condi-
tions as those of Fig. 8 and with θBE = 90
◦ (a conve-
nient choice). The excited state population vanishes for
two magnetic fields. First, when δB =
5
22γ ≈ 0.23γ the
|2S1/2,mi = +1/2〉 and |2D3/2,mi = −3/2〉 states are
Zeeman shifted into Raman resonance, which forms a
stable dark superposition of these two states. The same
is true at δB =
5
6γ ≈ 0.83γ, where the dark state is com-
posed of the |2S1/2,mi = +1/2〉 and |2D3/2,mi = +1/2〉
states. We note that for the realistic Rabi frequencies
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FIG. 8: Population of the 2P1/2 level of the
88Sr+ 2S1/2 ↔
2P1/2 ↔ 2D3/2 system as a function of magnetic field strength
and of the angle between the magnetic field and the polariza-
tion vectors of the two laser fields. The rms Rabi frequencies
are ΩSP = ΩDP =
√
2
5
γ, and the detunings are ∆DP = +γ/2
and ∆SP = 0. The narrow vertical features are dips due to
dark resonances (see also the thin curve in Fig. 9.)
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FIG. 9: Excited state population as a function of dark state
evolution rate δ for the 88Sr+ 2S1/2 ↔ 2P1/2 ↔ 2D3/2 system.
Thin curve: magnetic field applied at θBE = 90
◦, and δ = δB .
Thick curve: EOM polarization modulation as in Eqs. (22)
and (23) with Φ = pi, and δ = δEOM. Dashed curve: AOM po-
larization modulation as in Eq. (24) with δAOM+ = −δAOM-,
and δ = δAOM+. Laser intensities and detunings are as for
Fig. 8
used here, the optimum field strength, corresponding to
δB ∼ 0.05γ, is well removed from the dark resonances.
We conclude this section with a discussion of the opti-
mum parameter values for destabilizing dark states with
a magnetic field without excessively broadening the tran-
sition. The intensity of the cooling laser should be set to
drive the cooling transition as hard as possible without
power broadening it, which will be the case if ΩSP ∼ γ/3.
Setting the repumping laser intensity so that ΩDP ∼ γ/3,
will make the repumping efficient without excessively
power-broadening the overall transition or the dark reso-
nances. Since the branching ratio α≪ 1, this choice also
avoids excess broadening of the cooling transition from
the mechanism discussed after Eq. (21). The detuning
of the repumping laser used in Fig. 7, ∆DP = +γ/2, was
chosen because it ensures that the laser still drives the
repumping transition efficiently while keeping the dark
resonances far from the red side of the cooling transition,
where the cooling laser is tuned during Doppler cool-
ing. The magnetic field strength should be chosen so
that 0.01γ < δB < 0.1γ (the upper limit is less than the
value of γ implied by Fig. 8 because we also wish to con-
fine the dark resonances to a region of width < γ to keep
them all on the red side of the resonance.) Finally, al-
though we have performed the calculations for light which
is linearly polarized perpendicular to the magnetic field,
Fig. 8 shows that any polarization angle greater than 15◦
works well. In fact, our simulations show that the reso-
nance curve is not changed significantly even if the laser
polarizations are perpendicular to each other or if the
repumping laser is circularly polarized.
2. Destabilization with polarization modulation
We now consider destabilizing dark states in the 2D3/2
level by modulating the repumping laser polarization.
In this system, as in every other except the Ji = 1 ↔
Jf = 0 system, it is sufficient to use a field having only
two polarization components with different time depen-
dences. Perhaps the simplest method of achieving this is
to pass a single laser beam through an electro-optic mod-
ulator (EOM) acting as a variable waveplate to produce
the field 
 E−1E0
E+1

 = EEOM√
2

 1 + ie
−iϕ(t)
0
1− ie−iϕ(t)

 , (22)
where we have again defined the quantization axis to be
parallel to the propagation direction of the beam. The
retardation ϕ(t) is similar to that of Eq. (20),
ϕ(t) =
1
2
Φ [1− cos(δEOM t)] , (23)
with δEOM being the EOM drive frequency. The thick
curve in Figure 9 shows the time-averaged excited state
population when the polarization of the repumping laser
is modulated in this way. We see that the excited state
population is reduced for certain values of δEOM. This
is because the Fourier transform of the field of Eq. (22),
like that of Eq. (19), contains harmonics of δEOM up to
harmonic number ∼ 2pi/Φ when the modulation index
exceeds one (so that the effective dark state evolution
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rate in this high modulation index regime is δ ∼ ΦδEOM).
The excited state population will be reduced when one
of these sidebands connects the 2D3/2 and
2S1/2 states
in Raman resonance. In this case, where the modulation
index is ∼ 1, two such dips are visible. The excited state
population does not vanish completely in these dips be-
cause the other frequency components present in the field
still act to destabilize the dark state.
Another easily-realized modulation scheme gives the
σ+ and σ− polarization components different frequencies.
The beam can be split into right- and left-hand circular
polarization components separately shifted in frequency
with two AOM’s, to create the field
 E−1E0
E+1

 =

 Eσ+e
−iδAOM-t
0
Eσ−e
−iδAOM+t

 . (24)
Although it is not necessary that δAOM+ = −δAOM-, this
symmetrical modulation most effectively destabilizes the
dark state. The dashed curve in Figure 9 shows the ex-
cited state population for this type of modulation. The
result is similar to the magnetic field and EOM meth-
ods, except that there is only a single dark resonance, at
δAOM = −∆DP.
The similarity of the three curves in Figs. 9 means that
the discussion in the previous section of optimum param-
eter values for the magnetic field method applies also to
the polarization modulation case, with the appropriate
dark state evolution rate (ΦδEOM or δAOM) replacing δB.
3. Non-zero laser bandwidth
In this section we consider what happens when the
short-term linewidth δωL of either laser is larger than
the decay rate γ. This situation can be incorporated
into the simulation by selectively increasing the decay
rate of the optical coherences on the relevant transitions.
The dark superpositions of 2S1/2 and
2D3/2 states are
then unstable, so that the depth of the dark resonances
is reduced, which in turn simplifies the destabilization
problem. This point is of some practical importance be-
cause the repumping transition in 88Sr+ is often driven
with a multi-mode fiber laser whose linewidth is many
times γ. We find in this case that the line shapes of both
transitions remain symmetric and structureless as long
as ΩDP ≪ δωL (where here ΩDP is the Rabi frequency
for a single-mode repumping laser of the same intensity).
The intensity of the broadband repumping laser intensity
should then simply be increased, subject to this limit,
to maximize the excited state population. The rate at
which the atom is pumped into the 2D3/2 dark states
is then determined by the intensity of the cooling laser,
and so the other parameters should be set as discussed
above: the magnetic field or polarization modulation fre-
quency should make the state evolution rate δ less than
the linewidth γ and comparable to the cooling transition
Rabi frequency ΩSP.
The multi-mode nature of the fibre laser also makes
possible a particularly convenient form of polarization
modulation on the 2D3/2 ↔ 2P1/2 transition [41]. A
superposition of two fiber laser beams having differ-
ent polarization vectors produces a field whose direction
changes on the time scale corresponding to the laser mode
spacing. This interval can be comparable to γ, with the
result that the simple two-beam arrangement can effec-
tively destabilize the 2D3/2 dark states (see Fig. 9) with-
out magnetic fields or modulators.
C. Large angular momentum systems
The responses of the Ji = 1 ↔ Jf = 0 and 2S1/2 ↔
2P1/2 ↔ 2D3/2 systems to the destabilization techniques
discussed above are strikingly similar. This observation
leads us in this section to consider atoms with higher
angular momentum, to demonstrate that the behavior
seen in those systems is for the most part quite general.
For reasons of computational simplicity, we consider only
the destabilization of dark states with a magnetic field,
noting that we have seen in the previous sections that
the response to polarization modulation is expected to
be similar. We consider here a two-level atom with an
SJi ground state and a PJf excited state. We assume
the nuclear spin is zero and vary the electronic spin S to
increase the total angular momentum, so these generic
atoms have no hyperfine structure.
Figure 10 shows the numerically calculated total pop-
ulation Pf of the PJf levels as a function of magnetic
field, with linear laser polarization and polarization an-
gle θBE = arccos
1√
3
. The laser is tuned to resonance,
and its intensity gives an rms Rabi frequency Ω =
√
3
5 γ,
as in Fig. 1. The graphs in this figure all show that
the excited state population is large when δB ∼ Ω/4.
In graph (a) of Fig. 10, the excited state populations
do not vanish when δB approaches zero, since the half-
integer Ji ↔ Jf transitions have no dark state. How-
ever, in these transitions the excited state populations
can still be increased by applying a magnetic field, es-
pecially when J is large. Curves (b) – (d) display two
simple scaling laws: the excited state population falls off
like 1/B2 when δB ≫ γ because the atomic transition
becomes Zeeman broadened, and it grows as B2 in the
regime δB ≪ γ as the pumping out of the dark state(s)
becomes more efficient. These three curves also show
that as J increases, the region in which the excited state
population is large expands to include smaller values of
δB. This is because increasing the number of states in
the system increases the time needed for optical pump-
ing into a dark state, and so the dark state evolution rate
δ can be smaller. Similarly, had the laser been detuned
from resonance then the excited state population would
be relatively constant over a range that includes smaller
values of δ, because the atom would pump into the dark
states less rapidly. We find that the calculations resulting
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FIG. 10: Excited state populations as a function of magnetic field for Ji ↔ Ji− 1 and Ji ↔ Ji − 1 transitions. In all cases, the
rms Rabi frequency is Ω =
√
3
5
γ, the polarization angle θBE = arccos
1√
3
, and the laser detuning ∆ = 0.
in Fig. 2 for the width and excited state population in
the Ji = 1 ↔ Jf = 0 transition give very similar results
(not shown here) for these other two-level transitions.
In real atoms, large values of the total angular mo-
mentum are usually due to the presence of nuclear spin.
In this case the g-factors of the atomic levels involved
will be different than those used in Fig. 10, which mostly
results in a simple shift along the x-axis of the appropri-
ate curve. More importantly, when the nuclear spin is
not zero the atom can be optically pumped into hyper-
fine levels which do not absorb light from the laser field.
This leads to situations which are similar to those shown
in Fig. 3, with a repumping mechanism being needed to
return the atom to the light state. There are several
ways of accomplishing this. Corresponding to Fig. 3(a),
an rf or microwave field can drive transitions between the
ground state hyperfine levels, or a second laser field can
pump the atom out of the extra ground state hyperfine
level through an auxiliary excited state. Corresponding
to Fig. 3(b), a repumping laser field can couple the dark
state to the same excited states as the main laser. For all
of these cases the conclusions are the same as in the pre-
vious sections: the rate at which the atom is pumped out
of the dark hyperfine level must be as large as possible
without exaggerating coherence effects such as dark reso-
nances. This means that the polarization of the radiation
driving the transition out of the hyperfine states must be
such that these hyperfine states do not have a stationary
dark state, and that the intensity of this radiation must
be great enough to drive the transition strongly. If these
conditions are not met then the width of the primary
transition will be broadened and the maximum scatter-
ing rate will be reduced.
It it also useful to consider the opposite limit in which
optical pumping into dark hyperfine states has little ef-
fect on the scattering process because the decay rate into
these states is sufficiently slow. In this case it may be
possible to detect the scattered photons with a time res-
olution which is much smaller than the decay time to the
dark hyperfine level. The dark periods following decay
into the dark state can then be selectively neglected, with
the result that the lineshape of the strong transition will
not be broadened, in contrast to the situation discussed
in Sec. IVA1 where only the average scattering rate was
detected. Another consequence of weak coupling to a
dark hyperfine state is that the Doppler-cooled atom may
be able to reach equilibrium long before it decays into the
dark state [16]. The ultimate temperature of the atom
will then be the same as if the atom had only two levels
(as long as the atom is not heated while it is in the dark
state).
13
V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
In this paper we have discussed how the accumulation
of atomic population in dark states can be prevented by
either applying a static magnetic field or by modulating
the polarization of the driving laser. We have also consid-
ered the effect of these destabilization techniques on tran-
sition lineshapes. The magnetic field technique is simple,
but the more complex polarization modulation method
has the important advantage of leaving the atomic en-
ergy levels unperturbed. Several different atomic systems
were analyzed, and their responses to both techniques
were found to be quite similar (compare Figs. 5, 9, and
10). This universal behavior arises because the evolution
is always governed by the same fundamental parameters:
the state evolution rate δ (given by the Zeeman shift, the
AOM splitting, or the highest sideband frequency for the
case of phase modulation), the Rabi frequency Ω, and
the excited state decay rate γ.
For a given laser intensity, the excited state popula-
tion and the scattering rate are maximized by making δ
comparable to Ω (typically δ ∼ Ω/2). The excited state
population will be small if Ω ≫ δ because the atom is
then able to follow the evolving dark state adiabatically,
and it will be small if Ω≪ δ, either because the laser in-
tensity is low (Ω < γ) or because the atom and the laser
are detuned (δ > γ). If the transition linewidth is not
important, then the scattering rate can be maximized
by making Ω (and δ) larger than γ, so that the tran-
sition is saturated. If the linewidth is important (e.g.,
in laser cooling applications), then the choice Ω ∼ γ/3
gives substantial excited state population without exces-
sive broadening. The two regimes which give small ex-
cited state population (Ω≫ γ and Ω≪ γ) also result in
broad lineshapes. Fortunately, the evolution rate which
optimizes the excited state population also minimizes the
linewidth.
If the system has more than two levels, then these rules
apply to the extra transitions if they too are to remain
narrow. However, often only one transition (for example,
a laser cooling transition) must be narrow. In this case
the extra transition should be driven as hard as possible
if the system cannot form dark resonances. If the system
can form dark superposition states (e.g. the 2S1/2 ↔
2P1/2 ↔ 2D3/2 system), then the intensities of the lasers
should give Rabi frequencies such that Ω < γ/2, to keep
the dark resonances narrow. In addition, because the
dark resonances occur when lasers are equally detuned
from resonance, the laser frequencies can be set to keep
them away from any region of interest.
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